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COMMENT

Predictive habitat model for deep gorgonians needs
better resolution: Comment on Bryan & Metaxas (2007)
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A recent predictive habitat modeling exercise for deep
water Gorgonacea (Bryan & Metaxas 2007) is causing
concern among scientists and conservationists in the
USA because it identifies the northeast Pacific continental shelf as ‘unsuitable habitat’ for gorgonian families
Primnoidae and Paragorgiidae. The model results are
inconsistent with studies that suggest gorgonians are
broadly distributed on the continental shelf (Heifetz
2002, Etnoyer & Morgan 2003, 2005, Morgan et al. 2005).
These gorgonian assemblages are slow growing, fragile,
and vulnerable, so misrepresentation of the habitat will
lead to poor management decisions unless the model
results are called into question. The predictive habitat
model (Ecological Niche Factor Analysis) fails to account
for known occurrences of these species and may be
related to the following weaknesses in the study of Bryan
& Metaxas (2007): (1) no in situ observations were made,
everything was modeled; (2) resolution was coarse; (3)
error was discounted; (4) the analysis extent was overly
broad; and (5) the models were not verified in the field.
Predictive habitat models that have broad management implications should be verified with published
data and in situ observations. Gorgonians (or sea fans)
occur in a broad range of depths (Etnoyer & Morgan
2005) and temperatures (Cary 1914, Bayer 1961, Bryan
& Metaxas 2006), on slopes and off them, in high and
low current regimes (Genin et al. 1986, Bryan &
Metaxas 2006), often on hard substrate, and sometimes
in soft substrate, depending upon the taxon (Bayer
1961). Generally, gorgonians are broadly distributed
on continental shelves and slopes wherever suitable
habitat occurs (Bayer 1954). USA-based research in
the northeast Pacific supports Bayer’s hypothesis for
the Primnoidae and Paragorgiidae (Heifetz 2002,
Krieger & Wing 2002, Etnoyer & Morgan 2003, 2005,
Morgan et al. 2005, E. Bowlby pers. comm., B. Stone
pers. comm.). Some of this research is still underreported in the peer-reviewed journal literature, but
resources do exist online.
Interestingly, earlier papers by Bryan and Metaxas
also support Bayer’s hypothesis. The authors catego-

rized environmental variables related to gorgonian
recruitment, growth, and reproduction (Leverette &
Metaxas 2005), and published a broad range of habitat
conditions favorable to their occurrence (Bryan &
Metaxas 2006). Regrettably, none of these variables
were measured in follow-up studies. The predictive
exercise of Bryan & Metaxas (2007) failed to adapt to
new information. Instead of using the best available
data in a practical study, the authors rehashed an
overly broad analysis with limited utility.
We are in an awkward position in criticizing this multivariate supermodel because we assembled the database of ca. 3000 deep coral occurrences in the northeast
Pacific which represents half of the data on which Bryan
& Metaxas (2007) based their study. At the time of our
data gathering effort, sampling by P. E. on unexplored
seamounts in the Gulf of Alaska found new areas with
large gorgonian colonies where none were previously
documented. Based on this and other ongoing research
explorations, we concluded that our database was a reflection of research effort, and gorgonians were likely
widespread in their depth range (20 to 1000 m) (Etnoyer
& Morgan 2003, 2005). Recent research in the Gulf of
Alaska (Krieger & Wing 2002, B. Stone pers. comm.), on
the Washington coast (E. Bowlby pers. comm.), in the
Monterey Canyon, and on the Davidson Seamount confirms widespread gorgonian distributions (DeVogelaere
et al. 2005). As the adage goes, absence of evidence is
not to be taken as evidence of absence.
Unfortunately, most ‘predictive variables’ in basinscale habitat models are models themselves, not data.
ETOPO2 bathymetry is a good example (National
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration/National Geophysical Data Center [NOAA/NGDC] 2001 ETOPO2 2Minute Gridded Global Relief Data; available at:
www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/fliers/06mgg01.html)1. The
values are reprocessed from a blended product of ship
readings and satellite altimetry (Smith & Sandwell
1997). ETOPO2 is shifted to the east from this original
product. Quality codes are missing (Marks & Smith
2005). Even so, the bathymetry of Smith & Sandwell
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(1997) is still too coarse (4 km) to accurately resolve
depth and slope, erring between 3.75 and 50%
(Etnoyer 2005). It is useful information at the basin
scale, but the continental shelf break, ridges, and
seamounts are perhaps the only slopes the satellite
bathymetry data will resolve.
More accurate bathymetry (100 m; NOAA/NGDC
2003 Coastal Relief Model CD-ROMs Volume 6–8, available at: www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/coastal/coastal.html)
has been available online since 2003 for most of the
region studied by Bryan & Metaxas (2006, 2007). The
authors should have scaled their geographic extent to
accommodate this ‘better by 4 times an order of magnitude’ bathymetry, especially when their own studies
identify ‘slope’ as a primary predictive parameter. We
believe the modeling exercise would have been greatly
improved if this had been done. Errors in modeled parameters must be minimized because they will be compounded with errors in other modeled parameters (e.g.
deep currents, primary productivity).
As we strive to understand more and more areas of
the deep ocean, a better habitat model will need to
be developed using real environmental measures
and more appropriate scales of analysis. The danger
lurking is that readers (including resource managers
and fishermen) will misinterpret coarse modeling
approaches as real results, and come to believe that
gorgonian habitat is limited to some region, when
gorgonian habitat is actually broadly distributed.
This kind of poor information (and poor interpretation of information) leads to poor management decisions, which in turn results in overexploited, endangered, and extinct marine species.
Soft coral colonies in the Primnoidae and Paragorgiidae are not limited to the shelf break in the northeast
Pacific. These large habitat forming gorgonians are
found across the North Pacific continental shelf, shelf
break, and slope where suitable substrate occurs. Less
than 1 m of relief can provide suitable habitat for deep
suspension feeders (Lissner 1989, Krieger & Wing
2002, Etnoyer & Morgan 2003, E. Bowlby pers. comm.).
Habitat models can be important tools for understanding a species niche, but these models must be scaled
appropriately if they intend to reflect reality and
inform us of the need for improved resource management and habitat conservation.
1

Bathymetry and SEAWIFS (not MODIS) chlorophyll were
misattributed to MCBI in Bryan & Metaxas (2006, 2007). MCBI
staff (P. Etnoyer, L. E. Morgan, and D. Canny) formatted and
distributed the information in a Geographic Information
System (GIS) with funding from the David and Lucile Packard
Foundation. NOAA, NASA, Smithsonian NMNH, D. Smith
and D. Sandwell, and USGS contributed most of the data on
the Baja to Bering CD-ROM. All datasets were accompanied
by federally compliant metadata detailing their origin
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